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Abstract 1 

An epidemiological association between multiple sclerosis (MS) and inflammatory bowel disease 2 

(IBD) is well-established, but whether this reflects a shared genetic aetiology, and whether consistent 3 

genetic relationships exist between MS and the two predominant subtypes of IBD, ulcerative colitis 4 

(UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD), remains unclear. Here, we used genome-wide association study 5 

(GWAS) summary data to estimate genetic correlations (rg) between MS and each of IBD, UC and 6 

CD, finding that the rg between MS and UC was approximately twice that between MS and CD. On 7 

the basis of these genetic correlations, we performed cross-trait meta-analysis of GWAS summary 8 

data for MS and each of IBD, UC and CD, identifying a total of 42 novel SNPs shared between MS 9 

and IBD (N=19), UC (N=14), and CD (N=18). We then used multiple Mendelian randomization (MR) 10 

methods to investigate causal relationships between these diseases, finding suggestive but 11 

inconclusive evidence for a causal effect of MS on UC and IBD, and no or weak and inconsistent 12 

evidence for a causal effect of IBD or UC on MS. There was also no evidence for causality in 13 

bidirectional analyses of MS and CD. We also investigated tissue- and cell-type-specific enrichment 14 

of SNP heritability for each disease using stratified LD score regression. At the tissue level, we 15 

observed largely consistent patterns of enrichment for all four diseases in immune system-related 16 

tissues, including lung, spleen and whole blood, and in contrast to prior studies, small intestine. At 17 

the cell-type level, we identified significant enrichment for all diseases in CD4+ T cells in lung, and 18 

for MS, IBD and CD in CD8+ cytotoxic T cells in both lung and spleen, and regulatory T cells in lung. 19 

Our study sheds new insights into the biological basis of comorbidity between MS and both UC and 20 

CD. 21 

22 
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Introduction 1 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a complex autoimmune disease of the central nervous system (CNS) 2 

involving demyelination of neurons and subsequent neurodegeneration1. Inflammatory bowel disease 3 

(IBD) is characterized by chronic inflammation of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, and encompasses 4 

both ulcerative colitis (UC; inflammation predominantly in the large intestine and rectum, 5 

occasionally in the terminal ileum) and Crohn’s disease (CD; inflammation in any part of the GI 6 

tract)2. Evidence for reciprocal comorbidity of MS and IBD has grown in recent years3-5. For example, 7 

a large meta-analysis6 with over one million participants from MS and IBD registries found that MS 8 

was associated with a 55% increased risk of IBD, and reciprocally, that IBD patients had a 53% 9 

increased risk of MS. No differences in MS prevalence between patients with UC or CD were detected 10 

in that study, but others7,8 have reported greater risk of MS in UC patients, and vice versa, compared 11 

to those with CD. 12 

 13 

Both MS and IBD are moderately heritable, with estimated liability-scale single nucleotide 14 

polymorphism (SNP) heritability of 19%9 and around 25% (27% for UC and 21% for CD)10, 15 

respectively. Large-scale case-control genome-wide association studies (GWAS) for MS, IBD (case 16 

samples including UC and CD), UC and CD have identified hundreds of variants conferring risk for 17 

each disease9,11,12 , including some shared risk loci (e.g. IL7R13,14 and IL2RA13,15). These findings 18 

suggest that MS may have partially shared genetic risk with UC and CD, but the magnitude of the 19 

genetic overlap remains unclear, as does the question of whether any genetic overlap reflects 20 

pleiotropy or causality. Interestingly, previous studies16,17 have reported evidence that MS may share 21 

different genetic factors with each of UC and CD. For example, MS is genetically more similar to 22 

UC than CD in relation to the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region18. Prior studies have 23 

also revealed multiple tissues (e.g. lung, spleen, peripheral blood) enriched for SNP heritability of 24 

MS, UC and CD (e.g. Finucane et al. 201819, IMSGC et al 20199), although further investigation is 25 

needed to determine if this shared enrichment reflects involvement of the same versus distinct cell 26 

types across diseases. Addressing these questions could help to gain a deeper understanding of the 27 

biological mechanisms underlying comorbid MS and IBD.  28 

 29 

A dilemma that doctors face in immunology and gastroenterology clinics is how to treat patients with 30 

both MS and IBD. For example, it has been reported that the cytokine, interferon-b, used to treat MS 31 

can increase the severity of IBD symptoms20, and conversely, that a TNF-α antagonist agent that is 32 

effective for IBD can worsen the clinical course of MS21. For these reasons, an improved 33 

understanding of genetic relationships between MS and comorbid IBD may lead to safer and more 34 

effective interventions for both diseases.  35 
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 1 

In this study, we used large-scale GWAS summary data to examine genetic correlations and potential 2 

causality between MS and each of IBD, UC and CD. We performed cross-trait GWAS meta-analyses 3 

between MS and IBD, UC and CD, and identified novel genetic risk variants not previously 4 

associated with the individual traits. We integrated GWAS summary data with tissue and cell-type-5 

specific gene expression data to determine if SNP heritability for MS and each of IBD, UC and CD 6 

is enriched in the same as opposed to distinct tissues and cell types, and we used Summary-date-7 

based Mendelian randomisation (SMR)22 to identify putative functional genes shared between 8 

diseases. A flowchart of our analysis strategy is provided in Figure S1.  9 

 10 

 11 

Results 12 

Genetic correlations between MS and IBDs  13 

We first applied linkage disequilibrium (LD) score regression (LDSC)23 to estimate the liability-scale 14 

SNP heritability for MS and each of IBD, UC and CD. Consistent with the literature9,10, the liability-15 

scale SNP heritability (without constrained intercept) was 13% for MS, 16% for IBD, 15% for UC, 16 

and 25% for CD (Table S1). We then used bivariate LDSC to estimate genetic correlations between 17 

MS and each of IBD, UC and CD. The genetic correlation (without constrained intercept) between 18 

MS and UC (rg=0.33, p=1.66×10-13) was roughly twice that between MS and CD (rg=0.16, 19 

p=2.40×10-3), with the MS-IBD estimate intermediate between these values (rg=0.28, p=2.01×10-10), 20 

as expected, reflecting that the IBD GWAS case sample is comprised of both UC and CD patients 21 

(Figure 1). The intercept of genetic covariance between MS and IBD (or UC or CD) was estimated 22 

at around 0.10, indicating mild sample overlap between MS and IBD (or UC or CD). For comparison, 23 

the genetic correlation between UC and CD was 0.70 (p=2.05×10-47). These estimates were slightly 24 

weaker after constraining the LDSC intercept, but nonetheless all remained Bonferroni significant 25 

(p<1.25×10-2). 26 

 27 

Local genetic correlations between MS and IBDs 28 

We used the r-HESS (Heritability Estimation from Summary Statistics) method24 to evaluate local 29 

genetic correlations across the genome between MS and each of IBD, UC and CD. In each of the 30 

three pairwise comparisons (MS-IBD, MS-UC, MS-CD), there was no evidence for a difference in 31 

local genetic correlation in regions harbouring MS-specific loci versus IBD-, UC- and CD-specific 32 

loci (Figure 2). Additionally, local genetic correlations in disease-specific loci (e.g. MS-specific and 33 

IBD-specific loci for the MS-IBD comparison) were all largely consistent with the genome-wide rg 34 

estimates from bivariate LDSC. Significant local genetic correlations were identified in the five MHC 35 
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regions on chromosome 6 for MS-UC and MS-IBD, but not MS-CD, with the caveat that some of the 1 

latter estimates may be unreliable due to non-significant local SNP heritability estimates (Table S2; 2 

Figures S2-4). 3 

 4 

Novel genetic loci from cross-trait meta-analysis of MS and each of IBD, UC, and CD 5 

Based on evidence for significant genetic correlations between MS and each of IBD, UC and CD, we 6 

performed cross-trait meta-analyses using MTAG (Multi-Trait Analysis of GWAS)25. We identified 7 

19 novel SNP loci (p<5×10-8; summarised in Table S3) associated with the joint phenotype MS-IBD, 8 

a subset of which were also significant in cross-trait analyses of MS with UC (N=3; rs2726479, 9 

rs116555563, rs67111717) and CD (N=6; rs13428812, rs181826, rs4944014, rs646153, rs10139547, 10 

rs11117427). A further 11 and 12 novel SNPs were uniquely associated in joint analyses of MS-UC 11 

and MS-CD, respectively, from which only one SNP (e.g. rs1267489 and rs9370774; pairwise r2 12 

=0.92) overlapped. The maxFDR (i.e. the upper bound for the false discovery rate [FDR]) values for 13 

MTAG analyses of MS and each of IBD, UC, and CD were roughly 4.55×10-7, suggesting our MTAG 14 

results were in accordance with the equal variance-covariance assumption. 15 

 16 

Suggestive but inconclusive evidence for causality between MS and UC but not CD 17 

Next, we used bi-directional Mendelian randomization (MR) to explore if genetic overlap between 18 

MS and each of IBD, UC and CD was consistent with pleiotropy – as we would intuitively expect – 19 

or the presence of causal relationships. We applied multiple (N=6) bi-directional MR methods to each 20 

pair of phenotypes (MS-IBD, MS-UC, MS-CD), with the rationale that robust relationships would 21 

exhibit consistent and statistically significant results across different methods, including CAUSE 22 

(Causal Analysis Using Summary Effect estimates)26, which is the only method capable of 23 

distinguishing causality from both correlated and uncorrelated pleiotropy. We found consistent 24 

evidence for a causal effect of MS on UC and IBD using five of six MR methods (Bonferroni 25 

threshold p≤8.33×10-3, based on three bi-directional comparisons), but CAUSE could not distinguish 26 

a model of causality from correlated pleiotropy for either MS-UC (p=0.16) or MS-IBD (p=0.03; Table 27 

S6). In the reverse analyses, there was no or weak and inconsistent evidence for a causal effect of 28 

either IBD or UC on MS, and the same was true in bidirectional analyses of MS and CD (Figure 3, 29 

Tables S4 & S6). We repeated our analyses with the MHC region excluded, with generally weaker 30 

evidence for a causal effect of MS on UC but stronger evidence for a causal effect of MS on CD 31 

(Tables S5 & S7, Figure S5). 32 

 33 

Tissue-level SNP heritability enrichment in MS, IBD, UC and CD 34 
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 6 

We used stratified LD score regression (S-LDSC)27 to evaluate tissue-level enrichment of SNP 1 

heritability for MS, IBD, UC and CD. We identified FDR- (p<~5×10-3) or Bonferroni- (p<~3×10-4) 2 

significant SNP heritability enrichment in MS, IBD, UC and CD in lung, spleen, whole blood and 3 

small intestine–terminal ileum (with the exception of CD), after adjusting for the baseline model 4 

(Figure 4). The magnitude of SNP heritability enrichment in these immune system-related tissues 5 

ranged from 2.41 to 3.43 and was largely similar in each disease (Table S9). The enrichment 6 

correlations among MS, UC and CD were relatively high and similar for each trait pair, with estimates 7 

ranging from 0.80 to 0.85 (see Table S12). Additionally, UC but not MS or CD exhibited Bonferroni-8 

significant enrichment in colon (Figure S8). 9 

 10 

Cell type-level SNP heritability enrichment in MS, IBD, UC and CD 11 

We extended S-LDSC to investigate cell-type specific SNP heritability enrichment for MS, IBD, UC 12 

and CD in lung, small intestine–terminal ileum, spleen and peripheral blood. We identified FDR-13 

significant (p<~5×10-3) enrichment for all four diseases in CD4+ T cells in lung, and enrichment for 14 

MS, IBD and CD in CD8+ cytotoxic T cells in both lung and spleen, and regulatory T cells in lung 15 

(Figure 5, Table S11). SNP heritability enrichment in MS but not other diseases was observed in 16 

naïve B cells and dividing T cells in lung, B hypermutation cells in spleen and transitional amplifying 17 

cells in small intestine. Conversely, IBD-specific enrichment was identified in CD8+ gamma/delta 18 

cells in spleen and CD56+ natural killer cells in peripheral blood. We also observed enrichment for 19 

IBD, UC and/or CD in a number of dendritic cell types in lung, enrichment for CD in dividing natural 20 

killer (NK) cells in lung, and enrichment for UC in early enterocytes in small intestine. As 21 

summarised in Table S12, the cell-type specific enrichment correlations between MS and each of UC 22 

and CD tended to be significantly higher in lung, and were lower and less significant in spleen and 23 

small intestine–terminal ileum. The enrichment correlations of MS with all three IBDs in peripheral 24 

blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were similarly estimated at around 0.60, at the marginal 25 

significance level. The enrichment correlations between UC and CD persisted to high values at ~0.75 26 

across lung and spleen, which became marginal significant and dropped to ~0.55 in PBMC and small 27 

intestine–terminal ileum. 28 

 29 

Identification of shared functional genes for MS and IBDs 30 

SMR applied to GWAS summary data for MS, IBD, UC and CD and eQTL summary data from 31 

eQTLGen (whole blood)28 and GTEx (lung, small intestine–terminal ileum, spleen)29 identified 210 32 

genome-wide significant associations (pSMR<5.36×10-7), of which 59 (representing 41 unique genes) 33 

survived the HEIDI (HEterogeneity In Dependent Instrument)-outlier test (Table S13, Figure S23-34 

26). Among these 41 genes, the only gene shared by MS and one or more of IBD, UC or CD was 35 
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 7 

GPR25, which was significant for MS (pSMR=1.18×10-9, pHEIDI=0.21), IBD (pSMR=2.91×10-10, 1 

pHEIDI=0.12) and UC (pSMR=4.98×10-8, pHEIDI=0.63), but not CD (pSMR=4.82×10-5, pHEIDI=0.63). The 2 

remaining genes were associated with either MS (N=25) or one or more of IBD (N=9), UC (N=3) 3 

and CD (N=10), with the majority identified in whole blood (N=34) rather than lung (N=9), spleen 4 

(N=6) or small intestine–terminal ileum (N=2). Identified genes included three novel genes for MS 5 

(antisense gene LL22NC03-86G7.1, pseudogene AC100854.1) and IBD/CD (pseudogene 6 

AL133458.1), and numerous previously reported genes for MS (e.g. CD4030, MMEL131) and UC 7 

and/or CD (e.g. CARD932, GSDMB33, and ERAP234). In addition, we identified 68 significant genes 8 

(representing 57 unique genes, Table S14) associated with cross-trait MS-IBD, MS-UC and MS-CD, 9 

of which seven passed the HEIDI-outlier test (MS-IBD N=4, MS-UC N=1, MS-CD N=4). Three of 10 

these genes were novel (GDPD3 and two long non-coding RNA [LncRNA] genes AL031282.2 and 11 

AL109917.1) and the remaining four (TNFRSF1835, DNMT3A36,37, AHSA2P38, NDFIP139,40) have 12 

been previously reported. All seven genes were genome-wide significant using eQTLGen data, but 13 

were not identified in the GTEx datasets, probably reflecting lower study power in the latter. 14 

 15 

 16 

Discussion 17 

By leveraging large GWAS datasets as well as tissue and cell-type-specific expression data, our study 18 

provided novel insights into the shared genetic architecture underlying MS and each of UC and CD.  19 

 20 

We identified a stronger genetic correlation between MS and UC than between MS and CD, 21 

suggesting that genetic factors make a stronger contribution to comorbidity of MS and UC than MS 22 

and CD. Notwithstanding that both genetic and environmental factors may contribute to disease 23 

comorbidity, our findings are more consistent with epidemiological reports of stronger comorbidity 24 

between MS and UC, as opposed to CD (e.g. Bernstein et al. 20057, Gupta et al. 20158), than with 25 

studies reporting no detectable difference in prevalence of MS between patients with UC and CD and 26 

vice versa (e.g. Kosmidou et al. 20176). However, we note that Kosmidou et al. 20176 (N=~1 Million) 27 

is a much larger study compared to either Bernstein et al. 20057 (N=~8,000) or Gupta et al. 20158 28 

(N=~10,000). 29 

 30 

Analysis of local genetic correlations between MS and each of IBD, UC and CD were largely 31 

compatible with the MR analyses (see below), insomuch as there was no evidence for a causal effect 32 

of MS on IBD, UC or CD, or vice versa. The observation that regional rg estimates were similar to 33 

global rg estimates from LDSC is consistent with the idea that many genetic variants across the 34 

genome have pleiotropic effects on these traits. In relation to the MHC region, we observed significant 35 
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 8 

local genetic correlations between MS and UC, but not CD. These results are consistent with prior 1 

evidence18,41,42 for a stronger shared contribution of the MHC to MS and UC, compared to MS and 2 

CD, although the picture is complex because some local genetic correlations for MS-UC were 3 

positive whereas others were negative. MR analyses excluding the MHC region were largely 4 

consistent with this, with generally weaker evidence for causal effects of MS on UC (and IBD). In 5 

addition, we cannot effectively distinguish potentially horizontally pleiotropic SNPs from 6 

instrumental (causal) SNPs in the MHC region, because of the complex LD structure in the MHC 7 

region. 8 

 9 

Cross-trait GWAS meta-analyses identified >40 novel loci shared between MS and IBD, UC and CD. 10 

Interestingly, only one of these loci overlapped between MS-UC (rs1267489) and MS-CD 11 

(rs9370774; pairwise r2=0.92) but with different effect directions, consistent with the idea that distinct 12 

genetic pathways are shared between MS and UC compared to those between MS and CD. In addition, 13 

we found more novel loci associated with MS-CD (N=18) than MS-UC (N=14), and roughly 14 

equivalent numbers of novel loci in the MHC region associated with MS-UC (N=3) and MS-CD 15 

(N=2). While these results appeared to be opposite to the stronger genetic correlation and local genetic 16 

correlations in the MHC regions between MS and UC than between MS and CD, it may be 17 

accidentally produced by the complex polygenic architectures shared between MS and UC (and CD). 18 

 19 

MR analyses suggested that the genetic correlation between MS and CD is consistent with horizontal 20 

pleiotropy, whereas the evidence was inconclusive with respect to the genetic relationship between 21 

MS and UC (and IBD). A consistent causal effect of MS on UC (and IBD) was inferred using five of 22 

six MR methods, but we could not rule out the possibility of horizontal pleiotropy because CAUSE 23 

was unable to distinguish causality from correlated pleiotropy. We note that inference on causality 24 

from individual MR methods varied dramatically (e.g. for MS and IBD, GSMR inferred a causal 25 

effect of MS on IBD and no effect of IBD on MS, whereas CAUSE inferred a causal effect of IBD 26 

on MS), highlighting the importance of considering multiple methods in MR analyses. Larger and 27 

more powerful GWAS for MS, and IBDs will be needed to definitively establish (or rule out) the 28 

existence of causal relationships between these diseases. 29 

 30 

We replicated previous reports of significant SNP heritability enrichment for each of MS9,19, IBD19, 31 

UC19, and CD19 in multiple immune system-related tissues, including lung, spleen and whole blood. 32 

Additionally, we identified heritability enrichment for MS, IBD and UC (but not CD) in small 33 

intestine–terminal ileum. We attribute the discovery of this novel tissue-level association to the 34 

availability of more powerful GWAS summary statistics. In the case of MS, this is due to larger 35 
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 9 

sample size (i.e. total sample of 41,505 in this study compared to 17,698 for Finucane et al. 201819), 1 

whereas for IBD, UC and CD it is due to more sophisticated statistical methods (i.e. earlier GWAS 2 

performed using a meta-analysis of 15 cohorts11, compared to the individual-level based bivariate 3 

linear mixed-effects model with genetic relatedness matrix as random-effects12) yielding more 4 

genome-wide significant independent SNPs in comparison to earlier GWAS (i.e. 202, 134 and 165 5 

loci for IBD, UC and CD respectively, compared to 110, 23 and 30). Alterations in small intestine 6 

physiology have been reported to be responsible for triggering both MS and IBDs. For example, pro-7 

inflammatory TH17 (interleukin-17-producing T helper) cells, which are redirected to and regulated 8 

by the small intestine43, have been implicated in the pathogenesis of both MS44 and IBD45.  9 

 10 

We then extended S-LDSC to the cellular level, identifying a number of novel findings in comparison 11 

to Finucane et al. 201819, who performed similar analyses and reported seven cell types (three based 12 

on analysis of ImmGen data46 – DC.8-4-11b+.MLN [myeloid cells] in mesenteric lymph nodes, 13 

T.4.Pa.BDC [T cells] in the pancreas, T.4Mem44h62l.LN [T cells] in subcutaneous lymph nodes –14 

and four cell types – CD4, CD8, B and NK cells of primary blood [including peripheral blood and 15 

bone marrow cells] – based on of analysis of haematopoiesis ATAC-seq data47) with significant 16 

heritability enrichments in MS, IBD and CD, but not UC.  17 

 18 

First, we identified SNP heritability enrichments for MS, IBD, UC and CD in CD4+ T cells in lung. 19 

Several CD4+ T cell-related genes have been reported to be involved in risk of MS, UC and CD48,49. 20 

For instance, IL23A (Interleukin-23A), which mediates CD4+ T cell function through its receptor 21 

IL23R, was reported to be involved in the pathophysiology of MS50 and IBD51. The IFNG gene has 22 

also been found to be associated with both MS52 and IBD53, through regulation of Th1 and Th2 23 

cytokines. Both IL23A and IFNG were highly expressed in CD4+ T cells in lung in our analyses.  24 

 25 

Second, we found significant SNP heritability enrichments in CD8+ cytotoxic T cells in both lung 26 

and spleen as well as regulatory T cells in lung in MS, IBD and CD, but not UC. Interestingly, similar 27 

enrichment in these T cells was also observed in UC, but these became non-significant after adjusting 28 

for the baseline models, indicating that the enrichment signals from these T cell-specific genes in UC 29 

can be explained by pathways associated with the baseline annotations. Several candidate genes were 30 

involved in regulation of these T cells and have been implicated in both MS and CD. For example, 31 

PTGER4, which encodes the prostaglandin receptor, was found to be involved in susceptibility to 32 

both MS54 and CD55, possibly through prostaglandin E2 which is relevant to the immune system via 33 

regulation of cytokines56. Another gene, CXCR6, whose expression is thought to be highly relevant 34 

to the immune system via coding of a chemokine receptor protein, has also been reported to be 35 
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 10 

associated with both MS57 and CD58. Both PTGER4 and CXCR6 are highly expressed in these T cells-1 

related genes in our study.  2 

 3 

Third, we observed significant heritability enrichment for UC in early enterocytes and for MS in 4 

transitional amplifying cells in the small intestine. Epithelial cells in the small intestine are thought 5 

to be involved in the pathogenesis of IBD via dysfunction in processing and transmission of antigens 6 

to immune cells through the intestinal mucosa 59, whereas the role of transitional amplifying cells in 7 

MS risks is unknown. We failed to identify any cell types in small intestine showing heritability 8 

enrichments in both MS and IBDs, which may be a consequence of insufficient study power and/or 9 

reliance on small intestine data from mouse, as opposed to human tissues. 10 

 11 

Of note, we did not replicate previously reported SNP heritability enrichments in any PBMC cell type 12 

for either MS or IBDs. This observation may be explained by differences in the cell type-specific 13 

reference data used in our study (i.e. PBMC data) compared to that in prior papers (e.g. Finucane et 14 

al. 201819, bone marrow, haematopoiesis ATAC-seq data60). We did replicate significant heritability 15 

enrichments in several other cell types, including B cells and NK cells, in either MS or IBDs but not 16 

both, indicating the specific pathogenic roles of these cells (compared to CD+ T cells) in triggering 17 

MS and IBDs. 18 

 19 

We identified several putatively functional genes shared between MS and one or more IBDs. 20 

Application of SMR and HEIDI to single-trait GWAS (e.g. MS, IBD) identified three novel genes 21 

for MS (LL22NC03-86G7.1 and AC100854.1) or IBD/CD (AL133458.1) as well as a single gene 22 

(GPR25) associated with MS, IBD and UC, which is a G protein-coupled receptor that is highly 23 

expressed in T cells and NK cells and has been revealed to be involved in risk of MS and IBD61. 24 

Moreover, another three novel shared genes (GDPD3, AL031282.2 and AL109917.1) were identified 25 

in equivalent analyses of cross-trait GWAS meta-analyses. GDPD3 has been reported to be 26 

implicated in lipid metabolism and adaptive immunity, in particular relating to dendritic cells62,63. 27 

The other five genes, antisense gene LL22NC03-86G7.1, pseudogenes AC100854.1 and AL133458.1, 28 

and AL031282.2 and AL109917.1 both code for long non-coding RNAs, which as a class of 29 

pseudogenes and non-coding RNAs have previously been hypothesized to make crucial contributions 30 

to comorbid MS38,64 and IBD65,66, although the function of these specific genes remains unclear. 31 

 32 

Our study had a number of limitations. First, some unmeasured confounding (e.g. history of 33 

medication may lead to potential pleiotropic effects that impacts MR effect of exposure on outcome 34 

through other pathways modified by medication) may underlie MS and IBD and thus influence the 35 
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accuracy of MR estimates. However, these effects are likely negligible as we applied multiple MR 1 

approaches to minimise the false-positive rate of our results. Secondly, we evaluated the tissue and 2 

cell type-specific heritability enrichments on the basis of top 10% most specific genes, which may 3 

neglect influences from other genes with less specific effects. Thirdly, we only selected nearby SNPs 4 

of the top genes and excluded the SNPs in the MHC region for LD score regression, which may result 5 

in underestimation of genetic correlations between MS and IBDs as well as heritability enrichments 6 

per tissue and cell for MS and IBDs. 7 

 8 

In summary, our study revealed stronger shared genetic variance underlying MS and UC compared 9 

to MS and CD, but evidence on whether this represents a causal effect in relation to MS and UC was 10 

inconclusive. We identified several novel genetic risk loci and three candidate genes significantly 11 

implicated in susceptibility to cross-trait MS and IBD (or UC or CD), none of which was genome-12 

wide significant in the single trait (e.g. MS, IBD) GWAS. We revealed evidence for shared SNP 13 

heritability enrichment for MS and UC (or IBD) in small intestine–terminal ileum, as well as a group 14 

of T cells in lung and/or spleen (i.e. CD4+ T cell in lung, CD8+ cytotoxic T cell and regulatory T cell 15 

in lung and/or spleen), providing further evidence supporting an important contribution of some 16 

specific immune-system related tissues and cell types likely enriched in the heritability of MS and 17 

IBDs (including the two predominant subtypes UC and CD) and their shared genetic variance. Our 18 

findings progress understanding of shared genetic mechanisms underlying MS and IBDs. 19 

 20 

 21 

Methods 22 

Study samples 23 

GWAS dataset for MS 24 

GWAS summary results for MS were obtained from the International MS Genetics Consortium 25 

(IMSGC) meta-analysis of 15 datasets comprising 14,802 MS cases and 26,703 controls of European 26 

ancestry9. Each dataset was imputed using the 1000 Genomes European panel. SNPs with minor 27 

allele frequency (MAF) >1% were utilised for meta-analysis using a fixed-effects model. As the MAF 28 

information was not available in the MS GWAS meta results, we annotated the MAF information 29 

based on the European population from the 1000 Genomes panel. Ambiguous SNPs (AT, TA, CG 30 

and GC) were excluded and a total of ~6.8 million SNPs were retained for analysis. 31 

 32 

GWAS datasets for IBD, UC and CD 33 

We obtained publicly available GWAS summary data for UC, CD and IBD, the latter case sample 34 

comprising those in both the UC and CD GWAS12. We note that UC and CD were the primary focus 35 
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of our analyses, but we also included IBD, so as to compare the results of our genetic analyses to the 1 

epidemiological literature for overlap between MS and IBD, and because the GWAS for IBD has 2 

greater power than UC and CD alone. A total of 34,652 participants of European ancestry (12,882 3 

cases and 21,770 controls) were included in the IBD GWAS, from which 27,432 Europeans (6,968 4 

cases and 20,464 controls) and 20,883 Europeans (5,956 cases and 14,927 controls) were included in 5 

the UC and CD GWAS, respectively. Nearly 12 million SNPs (~9.5 million with MAF >1%) were 6 

included in all three GWAS summary statistics, imputed using the 1000 Genomes Europeans as the 7 

reference. Genome-wide association analyses for each disease were conducted using PLINK67, 8 

adjusted by principal components. More details about the cohorts and quality control (QC) process 9 

are explained in Jostins et al. 201211 and Liu et al. 201512. 10 

 11 

Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) data 12 

GTEx is a public data resource of gene expression in 53 non-diseased human tissues29. We used 13 

normalised (transcripts per million) GTEx V7 data68 to assess tissue type-specific gene expression. 14 

After excluding low-quality individuals (N=2, defined as <100 genes with >1 read per million) and 15 

genes (N=736, defined as <4 individuals with >1 read per million), we retained data on 53 tissues 16 

from a total of 751 individuals, with an average of 220 samples per tissue type. In addition, we also 17 

downloaded the GTEx V7 expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) summary data (see URLs) for 18 

the downstream analysis. 19 

 20 

Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data 21 

On the basis of evidence for tissue-level SNP heritability enrichment in the GTEx analyses, we 22 

obtained scRNA-seq unique molecular identifier (UMI) count matrices (see URLs) from healthy 23 

human lung (N=57,020 cells)69, spleen (N=94,257 cells)69 and peripheral blood (N=68,579 cells)70, 24 

and mouse small intestine71 (N=7,216 cells). For the latter, we filtered genes with mismatched gene 25 

symbols between mouse and human. Procedures for normalisation and quality control of the scRNA-26 

seq data have been described previously69-71; we used the cell clustering results reported by the 27 

authors. A total of 84 cell types across four tissues were utilised in our study (see Table S8), with an 28 

average of 2,703 cells per cell type. 29 

 30 

Statistical analyses 31 

LDSC 32 

We used LDSC23 to estimate single trait SNP heritabilities for MS, IBD, UC and CD and bivariate 33 

LDSC to estimate genetic correlations (rg) between MS and each of IBD, UC and CD, as well as 34 

between UC and CD. We reformatted all GWAS summary statistics to the pre-computed LD scores 35 
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of the 1000 Genomes Europeans reference. SNPs were excluded if they did not intersect with the 1 

reference panel, or if they were located in the MHC region (chromosome 6: 28,477,797-33,448,354), 2 

had a MAF <1% or INFO score <0.3. SNP heritability estimates were converted to the liability-scale 3 

based on the observed sample prevalence and population prevalence, assuming the latter were 0.3%, 4 

0.4%, 0.29%, and 0.25%72-74 for MS, IBD, UC and CD, respectively. Genetic correlation estimates 5 

were obtained from the single-trait SNP heritability and cross-trait genetic covariance estimates. We 6 

conducted LDSC without constraining the intercept and rg estimates were considered Bonferroni 7 

significant if the p-value was <1.25×10-2 (i.e. p<	!.!#$ ). As a sensitivity analysis, we also performed 8 

LDSC with the single-trait heritability intercept constrained to evaluate the influence of GWAS 9 

statistic inflation. 10 

 11 

Estimation of local genetic correlations using r-HESS 12 

To investigate whether MS shared higher genetic overlap with UC in the local independent genomic 13 

region than CD, we applied r-HESS24 to evaluate the local genetic correlations between MS and each 14 

of IBD, UC, and CD. A total of  1,699 default regions that were approximately LD independent with 15 

average size of nearly 1.5Mb75 were checked by r-HESS, including five regions in the MHC (i.e. 16 

chromosome 6: 28,017,819–28,917,608, 28,917,608–29,737,971, 30,798,168–31,571,218, 17 

31,571,218–32,682,664, and 32,682,664–33,236,497). We performed r-HESS to estimate the local 18 

SNP heritability per trait and genetic covariance between traits based on the 1000 Genomes 19 

Europeans reference of hg19 genome build. Local genetic correlation estimates were then calculated 20 

from the local single-trait SNP heritability and local cross-trait genetic covariance estimates. 21 

 22 

Multi-Trait Analysis of GWAS 23 

We implemented cross-trait meta-analysis of GWAS summary statistics for MS and each of IBD, UC, 24 

and CD, using MTAG25. Here, we performed inverse-variance weighted meta-analyses with trait-25 

specific effect sizes that assumes equal SNP heritability for each trait and perfect genetic covariance 26 

between traits. We focused on independent genetic variants that were genome-wide significant in the 27 

cross-trait meta-analyses (e.g. MS-IBD), but not identified in the original single-trait GWAS (e.g. 28 

MS or IBD). These independent genome-wide significant genetic variants were selected using LD 29 

clumping r2 <0.05 within 1,000-kb windows through PLINK v1.967 according to the UK Biobank 30 

European reference combined imputed by Haplotype Reference Consortium (HRC) and UK10K, a 31 

subset of which were excluded if they showed genome-wide significant associations with the original 32 

single-trait GWAS of MS or each of IBD, UC, and CD. The upper bound for the false discovery rate 33 
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(‘maxFDR’) was calculated to examine the assumptions on the equal variance–covariance of shared 1 

SNP effect sizes underlying the traits. 2 

 3 

MR analyses 4 

We used six MR methods to investigate putative causal relationships between MS and each of IBD, 5 

UC and CD:  Generalised Summary-data-based Mendelian Randomisation (GSMR)76, MR-Egger77, 6 

inverse variance weighting (IVW)78, weighted median79, weighted mode80 and CAUSE26. We utilised 7 

multiple MR methods with different assumptions on the extent and nature of horizontal pleiotropy, 8 

which refers to variants with effects on both outcome and exposure through a pathway other than a 9 

causal effect. Horizontal pleiotropy can be correlated, if variants affecting both the outcome and 10 

exposure do so via a shared heritable factor, or uncorrelated, if variants affect outcome and exposure 11 

traits via separate mechanisms. We considered relationships with consistent evidence for causality 12 

using all MR methods to be more reliable and noteworthy. 13 

 14 

We used the R packages GSMR76 and TwoSampleMR73 to implement five MR methods (GSMR, IVW, 15 

MR-Egger, weighted median and weighted mode) with different assumptions about horizontal 16 

pleiotropy. Briefly, GSMR assumes no correlated pleiotropy but implements the HEIDI-outlier 17 

approach to identify and remove SNPs with evidence for significant uncorrelated pleiotropy. IVW 18 

assumes that if uncorrelated pleiotropy is present it has mean zero, so only adding noise to the 19 

regression of meta-analysed SNP effects with multiplicative random effects78. MR-Egger further 20 

allows for the presence of directional (i.e. non-zero mean) uncorrelated pleiotropy and adds an 21 

intercept to the IVW regression to exclude confounding from such pleiotropy77. Two-sample MR 22 

methods capable of accounting for some correlated pleiotropy include the weighted median and the 23 

weighted mode. The weighted median measures the weighted median rather than weighted mean of 24 

the SNP ratio, which has the ability to identify true causality if ≤50% of the weights are from invalid 25 

SNPs79. The weighted mode classifies the SNPs into groups according to their estimated causal 26 

effects, and assesses evidence for causality using only the largest set of SNPs, which essentially 27 

relaxes the assumptions of MR and has the ability to identify the true effect even if a majority of 28 

instruments are invalid SNPs80. For these five MR methods, independent SNPs (LD clumping r2 29 

<0.05 within 1,000-kb windows using PLINK v1.967, according to the UK Biobank European 30 

reference combined imputed by HRC and UK10K) with evidence for genome-wide association (p 31 

≤5×10-8) with the ‘exposure’ trait were used as instrumental variables, and merged with the SNPs 32 

from the ‘outcome’ trait.  33 

 34 
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We also used a recently published Bayesian-based MR method called CAUSE that accounts for both 1 

correlated and uncorrelated pleiotropy26. Compared to the other two-sample MR methods, CAUSE 2 

further corrects correlated pleiotropy by evaluating the joint distribution of effect sizes from 3 

instrumental SNPs, assuming that the ‘true’ causal effect can influence all instrumental SNPs while 4 

the correlated pleiotropy only influences a subset of instrumental SNPs. CAUSE improves the power 5 

of MR analysis by including a larger number of LD-pruned SNPs (LD r2 <0.10) with an arbitrary p 6 

≤1×10-3 and provides a model comparison approach to distinguish causality from horizontal 7 

pleiotropy. 8 

 9 

We implemented bi-directional MR analyses using all six methods to investigate the putative causal 10 

effect of MS on each of IBD, UC and CD, and vice versa. Due to the complicated LD patterns in the 11 

MHC region, here we performed MR analyses with and without SNPs located within the MHC region, 12 

to further investigate the effects of MHC region SNPs on putative causal associations between MS 13 

and each of IBD, UC and CD. We applied a stricter LD threshold (r2 <0.001) when pruning SNPs in 14 

the MHC region.  15 

 16 

We declared inferred causal relationships to be significant if they showed Bonferroni-corrected 17 

p<8.33×10-3 (=!.!#% )  using all MR methods. For all MR methods, we converted our estimated MR 18 

effect size from logit-scale to liability-scale using the formula described by Byrne et al. 201981 (i.e. 19 

"#$%&'	[*+,-+*+.'] =
0!"1#(341#)
0!#1"(341")

"#$%&'	[*67+.] , where '&  and ''  are the population prevalence of 20 

exposure and outcome trait, respectively; and (1" and (1# are the height of the Gaussian distribution 21 

at the population prevalence threshold for exposure and outcome trait, respectively), assuming the 22 

population prevalence for MS, IBD, UC and CD were 0.3%, 0.4%, 0.29%, and 0.25%72-74, 23 

respectively. We then transformed the liability-scale effect size to an odds ratio. 24 

 25 

Tissue and cell-type specific enrichment of SNP heritability  26 

Selection of tissue type- and cell type-specific expressed genes: We selected genes that were highly 27 

expressed in each GTEx tissue and cell type using the method described by Bryois et al. 202082. For 28 

GTEx, we followed Bryois et al. in excluding testis and tissues that were non-natural or collected in 29 

<100 donors. We then calculated the average gene expression for tissues in the same organ (e.g. 30 

colon-sigmoid and colon transverse), with the exception of brain tissues. Subsequently, for each tissue 31 

and cell type, we excluded non-protein coding genes, genes with duplicated names, genes located in 32 

the MHC region, and genes not expressed in any tissue or cell type. We then scaled gene expression 33 

to a total of 1 million UMIs per tissue or cell type, and calculated, for each gene, the proportion 34 
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(ranging from 0 to 1) of total expression across all tissue/cell types that was specific in each tissue/cell 1 

type. The top 10% most highly specific genes for each tissue and cell type were then selected for 2 

downstream analyses. 3 

 4 

Stratified LD score regression: We first used S-LDSC27 to investigate whether SNP heritability for 5 

MS, IBD, UC and CD was enriched in specific tissues. We then applied S-LDSC to scRNA-seq data 6 

to evaluate whether specific cell types in those tissues showed significant heritability enrichment. For 7 

each of 37 GTEx tissues and 84 cell types from healthy human lung (N=28), spleen (N=30) and 8 

peripheral blood (N=11), and mouse small intestine (N=15; we used mouse small intestine data as a 9 

‘proxy’ because no large human small intestine data is publicly available), we defined a focal 10 

functional category by selecting SNPs located within 100Kb (hg19) of the set of 10% most specific 11 

genes and added this to the baseline model (comprising 53 genomic annotations). We evaluated the 12 

significance of each SNP heritability enrichment estimate using the p-value of the regression 13 

coefficient Z-score, after adjusting for the baseline model. Enrichment correlations among MS, UC 14 

and CD were calculated by correlating the regression coefficients for GTEx tissues and cell types (by 15 

tissues) independently. We adjusted for multiple testing by calculating the Benjamini-Hochberg false 16 

discovery rate (FDR), accounting for tissues and cell types separately across the four diseases. 17 

 18 

Summary-data-based Mendelian Randomisation  19 

We used SMR to identify putative functional genes underlying statistical associations for MS, IBD, 20 

UC and CD, as well as novel loci identified in cross-trait meta-analyses of MS-IBD, MS-UC and MS-21 

CD, motivated by the question of whether common risk genes underlie MS and inflammatory bowel 22 

diseases. SMR22 performs a Mendelian randomisation-equivalent analysis that uses summary 23 

statistics from GWAS and eQTL studies to test for an association between gene expression (i.e. 24 

exposure) and a target phenotype (i.e. outcome), using genome-wide significant SNPs as instrumental 25 

variables. A significant SMR association could be explained by a causal effect (i.e. the causal variant 26 

influences disease risk via changes in gene expression), pleiotropy (i.e. the causal variant has 27 

pleiotropic effects on gene expression and disease risk) or linkage (i.e. different causal variants exist 28 

for gene expression and disease). SMR implements the HEIDI-outlier test to distinguish causality or 29 

pleiotropy from linkage, but there is currently no way to distinguish causality from pleiotropy. 30 

 31 

We implemented SMR using cis-eQTL summary data for whole blood from eQTLgen, a meta-32 

analysis of 14,115 samples28, and from GTEx V729 for other significant tissues identified by S-LDSC. 33 

We utilised UK Biobank European reference combined imputed by HRC and UK10K to evaluate LD, 34 

and only focused on expression probes with eQTL p ≤5×10-8. Probes located in the MHC region were 35 
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ignored because of the complicated LD structure in this region. For MTAG-based cross-trait 1 

phenotypes (e.g. MS-IBD), SMR analyses were restricted to novel genetic variants not identified in 2 

either of the original single-trait GWAS (e.g. MS or IBD). SMR associations due to causality or 3 

pleiotropy were declared significant if they surpassed Bonferroni-correction for the total number of 4 

eQTLs analysed (N=93,369, p<5.36×10-7) and also passed the HEIDI-outlier test (p>0.05, 5 

minimum >10 SNPs. 6 

 7 

Code availability 8 

All code for the analyses are available upon request. 9 
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 1 
Figure 1. Summary of pairwise genetic correlations estimated using LD score regression with and 2 
without constrained intercept. Error bars represents the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the genetic 3 
correlations. 4 
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 1 
Figure 2. Local genetic correlations between MS and IBD, UC and CD, respectively. For each pair 2 
of diseases, local genetic correlation estimates are provided for regions harbouring disease-specific 3 
risk variants (p<5×10-8), regions harbouring shared risk variants (“intersection”) and all other regions 4 
(“neither”). Local genetic correlations with estimates less than -1 or greater than 1 were forced to -1 5 
or 1, respectively. Error bars represent the 95% CIs, calculated using a jack-knife method. For MS-6 
IBD, 40, 45, and 8 regions were included in the ‘MS-specific’, ‘IBD-specific’, and ‘intersection’ 7 
categories; for MS-UC, 38, 23, and 7 regions were included in the ‘MS-specific’, ‘UC-specific’, and 8 
‘intersection’ categories; for MS-CD, 39, 32, and 7 regions were included in the ‘MS-specific’, ‘CD-9 
specific’, and ‘intersection’ categories. 10 
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Figure 3. Summary of bi-directional MR analyses between MS and each of IBD, UC and CD.  Green: CAUSE; Dark blue: GSMR; red: MR-Egger; 
orange: IVW; purple: weighted mean; light blue: weighted mode. 
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Figure 4.  Tissue type-specific enrichment of SNP heritability in MS, IBD, UC and CD in immune 

tissues. Negative log10 p-values of coefficient Z-scores are displayed on the x axis. The grey and 

pink dotted lines represent the FDR threshold <5% and Bonferroni corrected threshold, respectively. 
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Figure 5. Selected cell type-specific enrichment of SNP heritability in MS, IBD, UC and CD in 

immune tissues. Cell types are included if they showed FDR significant enrichments in at least one 

disease. Negative log10 p-values of coefficient Z-scores are displayed on the x axis. The grey and 

pink dotted line represent the FDR threshold <5% and Bonferroni corrected threshold, respectively. 
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